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This article investigates the role of attributionalthinking in generating resistance to
pressures toward conformity in the illicitconsumption of drugs and alcohol. The
results of four studies regarding how conformity influences illicitdrug and alcohol
consumption among high school and college students are reported. Instudy 1 more
than two-thirds of the respondents reported concern for the implications of their
own dissent or compliance regarding the reactions of their peers. Study 2 demonstrated a significant relationship between high school students' attributionalthinking
concerning a peer group's illicit beer consumption and conformity, expressed as
intentions to drinkthe beer. In study 3, in-depth interviews with high school students
provided insight into the realism of the conformity scenarios used in the research
and the types of conformity pressures experienced by young people. In study 4,
locus of causality, an abstract attributionaldimension, and several specific attributions
were shown to be significantly associated with conformity in the consumption of
marijuana.

A

norms but often from complex attributionaland perceptual processesthat the individual being influenced
engages in to understandthe causes of the behaviors
and opinions of the influencingagents or referents(see
Folkes 1988; Mizerski,Golden, and Kernan 1979). In
the consumer-behaviorliterature,Calderand Burnkrant
(1977) first proposed an attributional model of consumerinterpersonalinfluences.This model, while never
tested in its entirety, proposes that conformity in the
purchase of products and services is mediated by the
consumer's attributionsregardingthe likely reactions
of referentothersto his/her productchoices. Similarly,
conformityto peersis often consideredto be one of the
hallmarks of adolescent and young adult behavior
(Brown,Clasen,and Eicher 1986). However,it is somewhat surprisingthat little effort has been made to ascertain the nature of adolescents' cognitive responses
to peer pressures.We believe that a cognitive perspective, focusing primarilyon encouragingyoung people
to seek explanations(or certain types of explanations)
for a peer group's illicit behavior, offers considerable
promise as a means of reducingconformityin the consumption of drugs and alcohol (see Ross, Bierbrauer,
and Hoffman 1976).
Therefore, we investigated cognitive responses to
conformitypressurein the domain of drugand alcohol
abuse among young people, particularlythe attribu-

ccordingto a recentGallop poll, drugand alcohol
abuse has become the issue of greatestconcern to
many Americans.The influence of other persons, individuallyand in groups,is frequentlyused to describe
the decision to use illicit drugs and alcohol, especially
among adolescents and young adults (e.g., Halebsky
1987;Marcos,Bahr,and Johnson 1986;Winfree 1985).
President George Bush, in his "National Strategyon
Drug Abuse," a nationally televised address on September 5, 1989, blamed peer pressurefor much of the
nation's drug problem and argued that peer pressure
could also affect a reduction in drug abuse. Unfortunately, little researchregardingthe consumption of either traditional products and services or illicit drugs
and alcohol has been directed toward understanding
the mediating processes through which pressures to
conform are ultimately manifestedin conforming behaviors.
Interpersonalinfluence from a cognitive perspective
stems not so much from a passive submissionto group
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tional natureof their thinking and the implications of
attributionalthinking for conformity. As background
to a discussionof the role of attributionalprocessingin
conformity,we present a brief review of the literature
concerningconformityand substanceabuse.

CONFORMITY AND SUBSTANCE
ABUSE
It appearsthat the individual's need for affiliation
with his or her peers is manifested by conformity to
group norms and that the group itself is strengthened
when membersexert conformity pressureson one another (Brown et al. 1986). While the strong influence
of peerson drugand alcohol use has been documented,
little is known about the thoughtprocessesthat precede
decisionsto conformto grouppressures.Most research
has been restrictedto the study of peers' drug and alcohol use based on its role either as a behavior model
or as a source of substance availability (Stein, Newcomb, and Bentler 1987).Again, researchregardingthe
cognitive antecedents and thought processes that individualsengagein when confrontedwith a conformity
decision seems warranted.
The literaturedealing with drug abuse among both
adolescentsand adults is extensive. And, a number of
studies have examined various aspects of the relationships among peer-relatedfactors, conformity to peer
pressures,and illicit drug and alcohol consumption.
Consequently, a complete review is impossible here.
Further, peer influences represent only one of many
types of influences affecting drug and alcohol consumption among young people (e.g., family, personality, socioeconomicstatus).However,some recentresults
are suggestiveof our basic premisethat attributionsand
other thoughtsmade priorto conformityor dissent decisionsareimportantand worthyof directinvestigation.
For example, Wolfe, Lennox, and Cutler (1986) demonstratedthat self-reporteddruguse was positivelycorrelatedwith the individual's concern for appropriateness-a measure of self-presentationstyle associated
with social anxiety, avoiding disapproval,and conformity. Clearly, social anxiety and disapprovalfears involve attributionalthoughts about the potential reactions of others. Likewise, the potential young user of
drugs typically has peers who are drug users, and the
formation of friendship circles with such individuals
appearsto be a strong causal influence in drug abuse
(e.g., Huba and Bentler 1980; Jessor and Jessor 1977;
Kandel,Kessler,and Margulies1978).Further,research
has shownthat, while varyingacrossgroups,peer influences may either enhance or detractfrom parentaleffects (Brook, Whiteman, and Gordon 1983) and that
personality,peer, and family factorscan have independent effectson drug-usebehavior.In conclusion, Kaplan, Martin, and Robbins (1985, p. 208) provide an
excellentsummary:"Theindividual'sdispositionto use
illicit drugs is generally felt to be congruent with the

values sharedby membersof the person'smembership/
referencegroups. In situations where the illicit use of
drugsis compatible with group values, the person will
be disposed towardthe use of these drugs,particularly
under conditions where experiences in the group are
characterizedby conformityto and acceptanceby group
members."
In the next section, consumer social influence processes in general and with respect to the illicit consumption of drugsand alcohol are interpretedfrom an
attributionalperspective.The resultsof four studiesdesigned to provide evidence regardingthe nature of the
cognitiveresponsesunderlyingsocialinfluencesarethen
presented. Last, study implications, limitations, and
severalsuggestionsfor future researchare discussed.

ATTRIBUTION PROCESSES
IN CONFORMITY
Before beginning our discussion of the role attribution processes play in conformity, it is important to
explicate our use of the term "attribution"and what
we mean by attributionalthoughtsin the context of this
research.Typicallyin consumerresearch,the term "attribution"is used synonymouslywith "causal attribution" (cf. Folkes 1984; Heider 1958). In other words,
attributions are considered to be answers to "why"
questions, such as "Whydid the productfail?"Our use
of the term attributionis less narrowin the sense that
we do not restrictattributionalthinking to causal reasoning. In this research,attributionassumes its traditional meaning-the drawingof a conclusion from reasoning based on what is known or assumed. In this
research,an attributionis any inferentialbelief that an
individual drawsfrom reasoningbased on evidence or
assumptions about himself or herself (i.e., self-attributions) or the behavior, thoughts, feelings, or dispositions of a peer group. Our use of the term attribution
includes, but is not limited to, causal attribution.This
usage is consistent with the attributional conformity
model of Ross et al. (1976) described below and the
attributionalmodel of consumerconformitydeveloped
by Calderand Burnkrant(1977).

Attribution Problems in Conformity
and Dissent
Ross et al. (1976) have demonstratedthat conformity
pressuresoperativein a setting similarto Asch's (1951)
are, in fact, very powerful. Participantsin the Asch
(1951) experimentsarethrowninto an "attributioncrisis" by the seemingly irrationaljudgments of the confederates in an objective, perceptual task (e.g., judgments of line lengths; Ross et al. 1976, p. 149).
Assuming that subjectsare unaware of the deception,
each participantis left with severalperplexingquestions
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FIGURE 1
AN ATTRIBUTIONMODELOF CONFORMITY
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to answer before deciding whether to conform to the
group's judgment. The key from an attribution perspective is the natureof the attribution(s)made by the
subject to account for the unanimous, but incorrect,
judgmentsmadeby the confederates.A subject'sthinking mightproceedin the followingmanner:"How could
the other group members make such an obviously incorrectjudgment?They must surely feel as confident
of the correctnessof their choice as I do that it is incorrect.Therefore,if I disagree,I'll be challengingtheir
competence.On the otherhand,if I agree,I'll be making
what is, to me, an obviously incorrectchoice." To the
extent that the subjectis unableto constructa plausible
alternativeexplanation for the group's behavior, this
kind of settingunderminesthe very foundationof each
participant'sconception of objectivereality(Ross et al.
1976). Similar questions may arise when adolescents
are faced with conformitypressuresrelatingto drug or
alcohol consumption.
The attributionproblemsfaced by potential dissenters may be categorizedinto three basic types of questions (Rosset al. 1976):(1) Whyaremy peersexpressing
these judgments or performing these behaviors? (2)

What would my dissent imply to the group about me
and my perceptionof the group?and (3) What would
my dissent imply to me about myself?An answerto the
firstquestion requiresthe individualto find a plausible
explanationfor the group'sjudgment or behavior.The
second question may be even more difficultbecause it
requiresspeculationabout the group'slikely responses
to the individual's own judgment and behavior (dissent). The answerto the third question requiresa process of self-perception.The research reported in this
article addresses,at least in part, each of these three
questions.

Resolving the Attribution Dilemma
One process by which individuals resolve the conformity dilemma noted above is depicted in Figure 1.
In this framework,attribution processes are triggered
by exposure to the judgments or behavior of an individual referent or group. The potential dissenter first
searchesfor explanationsfor the differencebetweenthe
group'sjudgment and his/her own. The success or fail-

4

ure of these efforts to identify plausible explanations
for the differenceof opinion betweenthe groupand the
individualdetermines,in part,the individual'sdecision
to conform or to dissent. Explanationsfor the group's
behavior may be either internal or external. In other
words, a group of teenagersmay be drinkingbeer because they feel pressureto drinkfrom an older referent
group present at a party (i.e., an external explanation
for their behavior),or the teenagerscould be drinking
because they like getting "high" (i.e., an internal explanation for their behavior).Thus, external explanations for behaviorare those that place the locus of causality for the observedbehavioroutsidethe actors(e.g.,
situationalfactorssuch as grouppressureor coercion).
Internalexplanationsfor behaviorare those that attribute the locus of causalityto somethinginsidethe actors
(e.g., dispositions,values, attitudes;Miller, Smith, and
Uleman 1981).
Attributing a group's behavior to external causes
provides an important mechanism for reducing perceived conformitypressures,becausesuch attributions
may be used to explain the observeddifferencesin behaviororjudgmentbetweenthe groupand the potential
dissenter(Ross et al. 1976). For example, considerthe
case of a 19-year-oldwhose best friendsare old enough
to buy alcoholicbeverages(i.e., at least 21 yearsof age).
She goes out to eat with this group of close friends, all
of whom order a drink before dinner. If she attributes
the behavior of her friends to the fact that they are of
legaldrinkingage and thereforenot subjectto penalties
in this situation,then herdecisionnot to conformwould
be bolstered.Similarly,she knows that her friendswill
probablyattributeher decision not to drink to her age
and to the potential penalties for public underage
drinkingratherthan to a desireto violate groupnorms.
Therefore,becauseof the availabilityof externalexplanationsfor the group'sbehavior,herdissentcarrieslittle
risk.
This type of attributionprocess is, perhaps,typical
of many consumption settings involving pressurestowardconformity.Note that in this processthe potential
dissenter'sevaluation of the desirabilityof being old
enough to drink as a reason for drinkingis not considered. The ready availabilityof plausible external attributions accountingfor other groupmembers'behavior
reduces the pressurestoward conformity experienced
by a potentialdissenterwithin the group, regardlessof
the evaluationof the favorabilityof that explanation.
Unfortunately,explanations for a group's behavior
often may not be readily available. If, for example,
membersof the group describedabove were less than
21 years of age, it would be more difficult for the potential dissenterto attributethe group members'decision to orderdrinksto external,situationalcauses.With
no readyexternalexplanation,the individualis left with
the more speculativeoption of attributingthe group's
behavior to internal causes (e.g., differencesin dispositions between the individual and the other group
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members).Thus, the potential dissentermay attribute
the group'sbehavior to differentvalues or weights assigned to the possible consequences of that behavior.
For example,to make an internalattributionthat would
support dissent, the individual must assume that the
other groupmemberscare less about being arrestedfor
underage drinking or about parental disapproval or
evaluatecertainpotential social rewards,such as group
approval,more favorablythan she does. However, to
the extent that the individualbelieves that membersof
hergrouparelikelyto possessvaluessimilarto her own,
her confidencein these internalattributionsis likely to
decline.Althoughshe may still explainawaythe group's
behaviorby saying to herself, "They'rejust different,"
her dissent may be more tenuous and more susceptible
to changeunderfutureconformitypressuresthan would
be the caseif externalattributionswerereadilyavailable.
In summary,Ross et al.'s (1976) model suggeststhat
attributionalprocessingis likely to occur in conformity
settings and that, when at least one plausible explanation for the group'sbehavioris available,dissent is enhanced relativeto a situation in which no plausibleexplanation for the group's behavior is found. That is,
conformity should be most common and dissent most
painful when neither externalnor internalattributions
are availableto account for the group'sbehavior.These
expectationsare statedformallybelow. Further,dissent
is bolsteredmost stronglyby the availabilityof external
explanationsfor a peer group'sillicit behavior.
Hi: Consumersengagein spontaneousattribution

processes when exposed to pressurestoward
conformity in the consumption of drugs and
alcohol.
H2: Conformityis lower among individuals who
are able to explain a salient group'sbehavior
than it is among individuals who cannot account for the group'sbehavior.
H3: Conformityis lower among individuals who
make external attributionsto account for a
referentgroup'sbehavior than it is for those
who make internal attributions.

STUDIES 1 AND 2
The firsttwo studieswere designedto investigatethe
extent to which inferences about the behavior and
opinions of others are made in conformity situations
and about the likely reactions of others to the conformity or dissent of the targetindividual. This beginning
phase of the researchwas intended to be exploratory
and descriptiveof cognitive responsesto drug- and alcohol-consumption situations. In study 2, an attempt
was also made to assess the degree of association between attributionalprocessingand conformity.
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EXHIBIT1
THOUGHTCATEGORIESAND EXAMPLES

Category

Example

1. Supportive arguments: statements of affirmation/agreement with the group's
position; generation of supportive facts and evidence
2. Counterarguments: statements of disagreement/attacks on group's position;
generation of undermining facts and evidence
3. Situational and dispositional attributions: explanations for the group's behavior
4. Concern for the attributions of others: questions or comments about the likely
attributions of the group or others concerning the respondent's own behavior
5. Attributionquestions: questions reflecting a search for causal explanations
6. Self-attributions: questions concerning the implications of the respondent's
behavior for his or her self-concept
7. Nonattributionalquestions
8. Issue avoidance
9. Irrelevant,nonclassifiable

Method
Seventy-twoundergraduateuniversity students and
81 high school studentsparticipatedin studies 1 and 2,
respectively.In study 1, the subjectsweregiven one of
two writtendescriptions,one involving the use of marijuanaat a partyand the other involving the consumption of alcohol by those who are underage.In study 2,
high school studentsrespondedto the underage-drinking scenario (differencesbetween the contexts are describedbelow). In each scenario, the subjects encounteredclose friendsalreadyengagedin the illicit behavior.
Subjectswere askedto considerthe situation carefully,
to place themselvesin the role of the studentdescribed
in the scenario,and to imaginethat they and their own
friendswere involved.'
The subjects were then given a questionnaire that
required them to list any thoughts that they had regardingany aspectof the conformitysituation. The instructions were purposely nondirective to avoid requiring the respondents to engage in any particular
thoughtpattern.These methodsare consistentwith the
recommendationsand proceduresof Weiner(1985) and
Wong and Weiner (1981) concerning the use of freeelicitation attribution measures. After listing their
thoughts, respondentsin study 1 were asked to rank
'Debriefingremarksrevealedthat only the beer-consumptionscenario for the high school students(study2) involvedthe presenceof
any questioningof the context or procedures.It is sad to reportthat
severalrespondents(5-6) indicatedin study2 thatthe researchcould
have been conductedusing younger,middle-schoolstudents.An attempt was also made to influence the prevalenceof attributional
thoughtsduringrespondents'exposureto the alcoholscenarioin study
2 by instructingsome respondentsto think about the reasonsfor the
group'sbehavior.These instructionshad no effecton conformityor
on the prevalenceof attributionalthinkingand, therefore,responses
werepooled for key analyses.

"If my friends are doing it, it must be all right."
"Smoking is against the law." "People can ruin their
lives this way."
"I guess they're doing this because they know that they
won't get caught." "They just want to get high."
"What will they think of me if I don't?"
"Why do my friends think differently about smoking pot
than I do?"
"What would I be if I went along?"
"Would I get caught?"
"I wouldn't go to a party like that."
"This is a waste of time."

order these thoughts according to importance to the
conformitydecision.In study2 only, intentionsto drink
beer were measuredon an 11-point scale anchoredby
"certainlywould drink the beer" (1 1) and "thereis no
chance I would drink the beer" (1). This measure requiredsubjectsto place themselvesin the situation describedin the scenariobefore responding.

Results
The open-endedelicitationtasksresultedin 388 separatethoughts in study 1 and 264 thoughtsin study 2.
These data werecoded by two judges who werefamiliar
with the schemaused to categorizethe elicitedthoughts
but who were not knowledgeableabout the objectives
of this research.As shown in Exhibit 1, the thoughts
were coded into one of nine categories. The coding
scheme drewheavily from three sources:(1) traditional
cognitive-responsecodingprocedures(Wright1975),(2)
attributionaltheory emphasizingexternaland internal
causes of behavior (Heider 1958), and (3) Ross et al.'s
(1976) description of conformity-relatedattributional
processing. The categories included both support arguments and counterargumentsin addition to a series
of codes reflectingstatementsand questions regarding
explanationsabout the group'sbehavior(e.g., internal
and externalattributions)and self-attributions.In total,
four of the categories(i.e., categories3-6) were considered to be attributionalin content. Initially, the judges
agreedon 84 percentof the thoughtscoded in study 1.
After discussion, another 10 percent of the thoughts
were successfullycategorized.Only 6.2 percent of the
responseswere finallydeemed irrelevantor uncodable.
These were more reflective of truly irrelevant observations or statements as opposed to cases that simply
did not fit anothercategory.The initial agreementrate
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TABLEI
THOUGHT-ELICITATION
RESULTS
Study 1

Study 2

Thought categories
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Support arguments
Counterarguments
Situational and dispositional attributions
Concern for attributions of others
Attributionalquestions
Self-attributions
Nonattributionalquestions
Issue avoidance
Irrelevant,nonclassifiable
Total

No. of
respondents
mentioning

No. of
mentions

25
64
9
54
14
5
31
19
16
...

Percentage of
total

Ranked
most
important

No. of
mentions

Percentage of
total

45
124
10
81
20
5
54
25
24

11.5
32.0
2.6
20.9
5.2
1.3
13.9
6.4
6.2

3
38
1
13
2
2
9
2
2

45
32
12
66
18
14
65
4
8

17.0
12.1
4.5
25.0
6.8
5.3
24.6
1.5
3.0

388

100.0

...

264

100.0

was 75 percent in study 2, and only 3 percent of the
thoughtswere ultimately consideredunclassifiable.
The frequency distribution of the responses across
the nine thoughtcategoriesis presentedin Table 1. As
shown, the most frequently elicited thoughts in both
studiesinvolved counterarguments(e.g., statementsof
disagreementwith the group'sposition or undermining
facts or evidence). However, a number of attributionrelatedresponses(i.e., categories3-6) did occurin both
samples, as predictedby Hypothesis 1 and consistent
with the results of Ross et al. (1976). The most frequentlymentionedof these attributionalthoughts(category 4) reflectedconcerns regardingthe attributions
of othersabout the behaviorof the subject(e.g., "What
will they think of me if. . . ?"), a result that supports

the predictedrole of attributionalsensitivity as a determinantof consumerconformity(Calderand Burnkrant 1977). It is interestingthat 76 percent of the subjects in study 1 and 64 percent of the subjectsin study
2 recordedat least one attributionalthought. In study
1, respondents ranked either counterarguments(38
mentions) or category4 thoughtsconcerningthe likely
reactionsof groupmembers(13 mentions) as most importantin conformitydecisions.
Consistent with Ross et al. (1976), the presence of
attributionalthinking was expected to bolster dissent.
In study 2, this propositionwas tested by splitting the
sample into two groups made up of those respondents

sistent with this finding, the correlation between the
attributiondummy-variableand intentions was significant and negative (r - -.34, p < .01).2

Discussion
Study l's primarycontributionlies in its description
of the nature of the cognitive responses generatedby
exposure to the peer-pressurescenarios. Although arguments counterto the groupmembers'behaviorwere
most prominent,especiallyfor the drugscenario,most
of the subjectsalso reportedthoughts indicative of attributionalprocessing,as expected.Further,supportwas
obtained for the attributional models of conformity
proposed by Ross et a]. (1976) and Calderand Burnkrant(1977). In particular,more than two-thirdsof the
subjectsreportedconcern for the implications of their
own behavior(i.e., conformityor dissent) for the attributions and other reactions of their peers. The attributional content of thoughts reported differed little
across the two samples. However, it is worth noting
that considerably fewer counterargumentsand more
supportargumentswerereportedin responseto the beer
scenario, a result that probably reflects the students'
perceptionthat alcohol consumption is more socially
acceptable(even for high school students).Additional
evidence concerninghow importantattributionalprocessing is to dissent in such situations was providedin

who either did (code = 1, n = 52) or did not (code

0, n = 29) reportat least one thought that was classified as attributionaland assignedto category3, 4, 5,
or 6. Analysisof variancewith intentionsas the criterion
and the dichotomizedattributionalthought variableas
the predictor revealed the expected effect. Those respondents who reported at least one attributional
thought exhibited lower intentions to drink beer (X
= 5.33) than those who did not engagein attributional
=

processing (X = 7.90, F(1,79) = 10.20, p < .01). Con-

2A reviewerquestionedour interpretationof category4 thoughts
("concernfor the attributionsof others")as attributionalin nature,
preferringinsteadto focus on causalattributions.Therefore,we ran
the same analysiswith the "concern"thoughtsdeleted from the attributionaldummyvariable.Theconformitymeansdiffered,as before,
in the expecteddirection(attributionalthinkingpresent:X = 5.13;
attributionalthinkingabsent:X = 6.98;p < .05). This resultindicates
that the presenceof attributionalthinkingis inverselyrelatedto conformity,even when attributionalthinkingis restrictedto causalreasoning.

ATTRIBUTIONSAND CONFORMITY

study 2, in which differencesin conformitywere found
betweenthose individualswho reportedat least one attributionalthought and those who did not.
Both studies 1 and 2 relied on role-playingscenarios
that were developedthroughpretestingamong college
students.Althoughthe use of such scenariosis appropriate given the sensitive nature of the researchtopic,
any conclusionsdrawnfrom such studiesmust be made
with caution. A reasonablequestion to ask is whether
the scenarioscapturedthe reality of peer pressuresregardingdrug and alcohol consumption among young
people. Evidence regardingthe nature of pressuresto
use drugsand alcoholin the lives of highschool students
and the natureof students'responsesto those pressures
is reportedin study 3.

STUDY 3
Role-playingmethods and privatemeasuresare limited in their ability to re-createthe richness and poignancyof realsettingsin whichyoungpeopleareexposed
to peer pressures.Although the ubiquitous nature of
such situationsin everydaylife may have facilitatedrespondents'abilityto assumethe roles requiredof them,
additional insights regardingthe realism of the consumption scenarios was obtained through a series of
depth interviews with young people. The purpose of
study 3 was to provide a richerdescriptionof the conformity pressuresactually faced by young people, to
examine the prevalenceof the cognitive responsesand
attributionalprocessingdescribedin this research,and
to provide support for the realism of the role-playing
scenarios.'

Method
We returnedto the high school from which the student sample in study 2 was drawn after obtaining parental permissions from a group of 18 students who
volunteeredto be interviewedindividually and anonymously. Two studentswere interviewedinitially in a
pretest of the depth-interview procedure, and their
commentswereusedto improvethe questionsthatwere
asked in the remaininginterviews.An additional student was droppedbecause she had never been in a situation in which others were consuming drugsor alcohol. Of the remaining 15 students, all were third- and
fourth-yearhigh school students, and 11 were female.
The semistructuredinterviews lasted 15-20 minutes
and were conducted privatelyin a conferenceroom at
the high school.

Results
Six of the respondentsindicated that they had been
presentwhen marijuanawas being used, and all 15 had
3Study3 was actuallyconductedafterstudy4 but is presentedfirst
for clarityof exposition.
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been exposed to illicit alcohol consumption. Each student was asked to describe a drug- or alcohol-consumption situation in as much detail as possible. Most
of these situations involved unsupervised parties on
weekendnights, often involving 30 or more young people of both sexes. It is not surprisingthat marijuana
consumptiontended to be more covert and to occur in
smallergroups, often a subgroupat the party,than did
consumption of alcohol. It is interestingthat most respondents reportedthat conformity pressurestend to
be self-generatedratherthan the resultof overtattempts
of influence on the part of other individuals,although
such attempts do occur. In other words, pressure to
conform is most often generatedinternallyas individuals think about the likely reactions of others to their
drug- or alcohol-consumption decision. Respondents
were also asked what kinds of thoughts and feelings
they experiencedwhen exposed to alcohol or drugs at
these parties.A total of eight studentsreportedthoughts
involving either attributionsabout the behaviorof the
group(i.e., category3 in Exhibit 1) or feelingsof social
anxiety related to the group's evaluation of their behavior (i.e., category4 in Exhibit 1).
This open-ended question was followed by a direct
question concerningcausal search. In responseto this
question, nine respondentsindicatedthat they werecurious in these situations as to the reasons for the drug
or alcohol users'behavior.Eightrespondentsindicated
that the most likely explanation for drug or alcohol
consumption in these settings involved fitting in with
the group.It is interestingthat the tendencyto consume
drugs or alcohol to fit in with the group was seen as
dependenton an individual'spersonality.In particular,
low self-esteem and low self-confidencewere seen as
contributingto susceptibilityto peerpressure.Respondents indicated that they usually avoided going along
with the groupby relyingon religiousbeliefsor parental
guidance.

At the end of the interview,respondentswere asked
to readthe scenarioused in this researchand to respond
to some specific questions. In particular,nine respondents said that they had been in a situationlike the one
describedin the scenario. In fact, one female said that
she had been in a situation nearlyidentical to the marijuana scenario that very morning. Further,on a scale
ranging from "not at all realistic" (0) to "completely
realistic" (10), respondents,on average, rated the realism of the scenario as 6.67 for marijuanaand 7.47
for alcohol. Only three respondentsrated the realism
as 5 or below (ratingsof 5, 5, and 3 for these respondents). These lower evaluations resulted from perceptions that members of the group would be unlikely to
share expensive marijuanaor that their friends would
be unlikely to smoke marijuana.Finally, respondents
were asked to estimate the percentage of students at
their high school who had been in a situation similar
to the one describedin the scenario. These estimates

8
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averaged52 percentfor the marijuanascenarioand 67
percentfor the alcohol scenario.
From these depth interviews,we conclude that the
scenariosused in this researchare realisticand believable. This study also indicated the prevalenceof peer
pressuresto conform in the consumption of drugsand
alcohol among high school students. This observation
is not surprising.However, it was interestingto note
that our respondents felt that conformity pressures
tended to be self-generatedratherthan overt, a perception that is consistent with Calder and Burnkrant's
(1977) attributionalconformity model. Still, it should
be noted that these conclusions must be tempered by
considerationof the natureof the studentsinterviewed.
The high school is in an upper-middle-classneighborhood. The students interviewedare all Caucasianand
primarily female. Whether the conformity pressures
experiencedby young people of other races or socioeconomic statusesdifferin natureor degreefrom those
reportedby our sample is not known.

STUDY 4
Study 4 was designed with two major objectives in
mind-one conceptualin natureand the other related
to measurement.First,Ross et al. ( 1976)have suggested
that certain types of attributions(i.e., external explanations) may contribute more to dissent than others
will. Thus, one objective of study 4 was to test this
proposition,that is, that externalexplanationsfor the
group's behavior are associated with stronger dissent
than are internalexplanations(Hypothesis3). Second,
the previous studies have provided some insight into
the types of attributional thoughts that occur when
young people are confronted with group pressuresto
use drugs and alcohol. However, other attributionresearchhas suggestedthat measuresof potential explanations for a group's substance abuse are more likely
to be closelyrelatedto subsequentconformityor dissent
if those measuresare specificto the targetbehaviorand
statedin the wordsthatwouldbe used by the population
under study (Elig and Frieze 1979). Thus, more descriptiveresearchthat summarizesthoughts in the adolescents' own words may be of value to policymakers
whose chief concern is to create programscapable of
strengtheningresistanceto grouppressures.Therefore,
in addition to tests of abstractattributionalissues (i.e.,
internal vs. external locus of causality), several more
situation-specificattribution measures, which themselves could be characterizedas internal or externalin
nature,were included in study 4.

Method
Eighty-eighthigh school juniors and seniors, 51 females and 37 males, participatedin the studyin a classroom setting. Once again, the respondentswere asked
to projectthemselvesin the role of a young person of-

feredmarijuanaby threefriendsat a party.The scenario
was identical to that used in study 2, except for the
substitutionof marijuanafor alcohol. The averagestudent completed the entire procedurein about 25 minutes. Debriefingwas accomplishedimmediatelyfollowing the collection of the surveyinstruments.Attention
to the task was high, and all 88 questionnaireswere
usable and remarkablycomplete.
Respondentsreadthe scenarioat their own pace and
then began the questionnaire. Students indicated the
extent of their intentions to smoke marijuanaby marking a point on the same 11-point scale used in the previously reportedstudies. Next, the internal versus external attributiondimension (locus) was assessedwith
a nine-point scale anchored by "completely internal"
(1) and "completelyexternal"(9; see Milleret al. 1981;
Smith and Miller 1982) after instructions concerning
the meaning of the endpoints of this continuum. Subjects weretold that internalexplanationsrelateto characteristicsof the persons smoking marijuana,such as
theirpersonality,values,attitudes,and desires.External
explanationsweredescribedas relatingto characteristics
of the situation facing the personssmoking marijuana,
such as peer pressures,laws, or the social environment.
The target explanationsused to constructthe situation-specific attribution measures were derived from
studies 1 and 2 and from a pretest (n = 32) in which
undergraduatestudentswere asked to list plausibleexplanations for the group's behavior in the marijuana
scenario used in study 1. The three most frequently
mentionedinternaland externalexplanationswerethen
selected for use in study 4. The three external attributions were as follows: "Your friendsare smoking marijuana because they are concerned with looking 'cool'
to others";"Your friendsfeel peer pressurefrom other
friends to smoke marijuana";and "Your friends are
smoking marijuanabecause they are concerned about
'fitting in' with other friends." The three internal explanationswere:"Your friendsare smoking marijuana
because they don't care about damagingtheir health";
"Your friends are smoking marijuana because they
don't care about getting in trouble with the law"; and
"Yourfriendsare smokingmarijuanabecausethey like
to get 'high.' "
The strength of each of these specific attribution
measureswas assessedwith nine-point scales anchored
by extremelyunlikely(1) and extremelylikely (9). That
is, respondentswere askedto reportthe likelihood that
the group'sbehaviorresultedfrom each of the six specificcauses:(1) peerpressure,(2) lookingcool to impress
others, (3) fitting in with friends, (4) not caring about
damagingtheir health, (5) the desire to get high, and
(6) not caring about getting in trouble with the law.
Respondentswere also asked to reportthe likely effect
of each of these explanations on their conformity decision. For example, respondentswere asked, "If the
people in the group are smoking marijuanain orderto
look cool to impresstheir friends,would this make you
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TABLE 2
MEANS AND CORRELATIONSWITHCONFORMITY-STUDY 4
Correlation with
conformity

p-Value

Mean

Standard deviation

Variable:
Conformity

Locus of causality (locus)
Situation-specific attributions:
1. Peer pressure (PEER)
2. Look cool (COOL)
3. Fit in (FITIN)
4. No health concerns (HEALTH)
5. Get high (GETHIGH)
6. No fear of law (LAW)
Attributioneffects on conformity:
1. Effect of PEER
2. Effect of COOL
3. Effect of FITIN
4. Effect of HEALTH
5. Effect of GETHIGH
6. Effect of LAW

...

...

3.19

3.08

-.306

.01

5.15

2.21

-.394
-.416
-.145
.215
.332
.056

.001
.001
.10
.05
.001
NS

5.93
6.21
6.84
3.88
7.60
4.19

2.39
2.43
2.51
2.31
1.81
2.65

.092
.230
.220
.576
.774
.319

NS
.05
.05
.001
.001
.001

2.89
2.21
2.46
2.08
3.86
2.31

2.12
1.74
1.77
1.74
3.01
1.98

NOTE.-Four types of scales were used and labeled as follows: conformity, no chance (1) to definitely (1 1); locus, completely internal (1) to completely external (9);
situation-specific attributions, extremely unlikely (1) to extremely likely (9); and attribution effects, less likely (1) to more likely (9).

morelikely or less likely to smoke marijuanayourself?"
Similarlikelihood estimateswere obtainedfor each explanationon a nine-pointscaleanchoredby "lesslikely"
(1) and "more likely" (9).

Mean Differencesand Correlation
Test Results
The means and standarddeviations for each scaled
measure are reportedin Table 2. Mean intentions to

spondents who scored below the mean were assigned
to the internallocus group(n = 3 1), while those scoring
above the mean were assigned to the external locus
group (n = 36). Analysis of variancewas then used to
test for differencesin mean intentions scores between
these groups. The result supported the correlational
analysis in that those making internal attributionsreported stronger intentions to smoke marijuana (X
=_4.58)than did those who made externalattributions
(X = 2.56, F(1,65) = 7.20, p

<

.01).

smoke marijuana were lower (X = 3.19, SD = 3.08)

than they were for the alcohol scenario (i.e., study 2),
as would be expected.The mean for the key locus measurewas 5.15, almost exactly at the scale midpoint. Interestingly,gettinghigh was seen as the most likely specificreasonforthe group'sbehavior(X = 7.60), followed
by the externalexplanationsof fittingin (X = 6.84) and
being cool (X = 6.21). None of the specificattributions
were seen, on average,as being very likely to increase
conformity. However, the effect of getting high (X
= 3.86) on intentionswas viewedas somewhatstronger
than the effectsof the other explanations.
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to
assessthe degreeof associationbetweenthe attribution
measures and intentions to smoke marijuana. These
correlationsare reported in Table 2. Intentions were
inverselyrelatedto the tendencyto attributethe group's
behaviorto external factors (r = -.31, p < .01). That
is, the more externalthe respondentsviewed the cause
of the group'sbehaviorto be, the lower were their reported intentions to join the group in smoking marijuana. This relationshipwas examinedfurtherby using
respondents'locus scoresto forma blockingfactor.Re-

Specific Attribution Results
The data from the situation-specificattributionmeasuresrevealsome veryinterestingpatternsof association
with intentions to smoke marijuanathat are consistent
with the locus-measureresults describedabove. First,
the strengthof each attributionis significantlyrelated
to intentions, with the exception of getting in trouble
with the law. Second, the externalexplanationsof peer
pressure, fitting in, and being cool are all negatively
relatedto intentions. In other words,respondentswho
perceivedexternalattributionsto be more likely tended
to reportweakerintentionsto smoke marijuana.Third,
the explanationsrelated to the internal reasons of not
caringabout one's health and especiallyof gettinghigh
were positively associated with intentions to smoke.4
4Asa checkof ourinterpretationof the specificattributionmeasures
as eitherinternalor externalin nature,we computedthe correlations
betweenthe locus measureand each specificattributionmeasure.As
expected,peerpressure,beingcool, and fittingin wereall significantly
(p < .05) and positively associated with locus scores (r = .27, .21,
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These resultssupportthe notion that attributionscarry
differentimplications for conformityand dissent. The
relationshipsof being cool, peer pressure,and getting
high (r = -.42, -.39, and .33, respectively)to intentions
were similarin magnitudebut variedin direction.That
is, the two external attributionswere negatively associatedwith intentionswhile the internalattributionwas
positively associatedwith intentions.
One explanationfor this patternof resultsis that the
respondentsconsideredgetting high a more likely reason for the group'sbehavior (and perhapsmore desirable) than either of the two external reasons. Because
we also asked respondentsto reportthe likely effect of
each of theseattributionson theirpropensityto comply,
evidenceregardingthis explanationwas availablein the
data. In Table 2, note that, on average, respondents
thought that the effect of all six attributionswould be
to reducecompliance. However, in the case of getting
high,this tendencywas somewhatless pronounced(i.e.,
the mean was higher).The standarddeviation for the
measureof the effect of getting high was much higher
as well, indicating that there was a much wider range
of opinion regardingthe viability of getting high as a
reason for smoking the marijuana.

Discussion and Limitations
Although the attributionsthat we used in study 4
were carefullychosen after examining the importance
and frequencyof explanationsidentifiedin pretestsand
the exploratorystudies, it is still possible that the externalexplanationswe chose to studyhappenedto carry
more negative implications for group attractiveness
than did the personal explanationsthat were studied.
Our data do not permit a direct examination of this
issue. Thus, our conclusions regardingthe relationship
between the locus of causalityof attributionsand conformity are limited to the six explanations that were
studied. We can only speculateregardingthe relationship, if any, betweenotherattributionsand conformity.
Also, no direct test of mediation is possible with our
data. Nevertheless,partialcorrelationswere computed
in which the association between attribution strength
and intentionsto smoke marijuanawas reassessedafter
accounting for the variance sharedwith group attractiveness. If group attractivenessis the sole mediatorof
the effectsof attributionson conformity,then the partial
correlationsbetween each of the six attributionsand
intentions should be reduced to nonsignificance.The
results of these analysesindicated some attenuationof

and .24, respectively),a result that supportsour expectation that
theseareprimarilyexternalattributions.The remainingcorrelations
with locus wereweaker(not concernedabout health:r = -.01, NS;
gettinghigh: r = -.16, p < .10; and troublewith the law: r = -.17,
p < .10)butstillsupportiveof ourinterpretation
thattheseattributions
are internal,at least for gettinghigh and gettingin troublewith the
law.
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the attributionand intentions relationshipwhen group
attractivenessis controlledfor. However,for peer pressure and being cool, the partialcorrelationsremained
significant(p < .01) and negative,while for health and
getting high, the partial correlationsremained significant and positive (p < .01 and p < .02, respectively).
Thus, our data suggest that group attractivenessdoes
not account entirelyfor the observednegativerelationship between the external attributionsand intentions
to smoke marijuanain this situation.
It should be stressedthat our data are correlational
and can be used to suggest,but not confirm, a causal
role for attributionsin conformity. Finally, similar to
studies 1 and 2, this study made use of role-playing
methods and privatemeasuresbecause of the sensitive
nature of drug and alcohol consumption among high
school students. One cannot assume with confidence
that the resultsobtainedare generalizableto otherpopulations or other conformity situations.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Perhapsthe most noteworthyimplication of this research concerns the association of attributional processing with resistance to group pressure.In general,
conformityto group pressurewas found to be reduced
in the presenceof attributionalthinkingconcerningthe
group'sbehavioror reactions,as suggestedby the work
of Ross et al. (1976). This relationshipwas relatively
robust. That is, it was obtained for both high school
and college studentsand held whetherthe attributional
informationwas providedby the experimenters(study
4) or generatedby the subjects themselves (study 2).
Thus, our data suggest that attributionsabout a peer
group's deviant behavior may play an important role
in the decision-makingprocessof a potentialdissenter.
Still, as we discuss below, caution is advisable in the
interpretationof our results.
In the followingdiscussion,we focus on three major
issues.5First, althoughour resultsare generallyconsistent with expectations,the processunderlyingthe conformity-inhibiting effects of attributional processing
warrantsfurtherexamination.Second,our data support
the notion that the presence of attributionalthinking
is advantageouswhen young people are facedwith conformity pressures.However, we are unable to address
more subtle questions concerning numbers and types
of attributions.Third, it is worth noting that current
anti-substanceabuse programssuch as "JustSay No!"
stress assertivenessbut do not emphasize the types of
causal reasoningexamined in this research.However,
it would be imprudentto recommend changes on the
basis of these data alone. The reasons for our caution
are addressedbelow. Finally, we discussthe limitations
5Weareindebtedto anonymousreviewersfor many of the insights
discussedin this section.
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of our researchin some detail and make suggestionsfor
futureresearch.

Why Does AttributionalThinking
Reduce Conformity?
The explanation suggestedby Ross et al. (1976) is
that the availabilityof attributionsto account for the
group'sbehavior,in effect,providesexcuses for the potentialdissenter'srefusalto go along.The dissenterneed
not conform because the group is subject to different
situational contingencies (an external attribution) or
the group values the consequences of its behavior differentlythanthe dissenterdoes (an internalattribution).
Dissent is furtherbolstered if the individual believes
that the group also clearly perceives these differences
and, therefore,could explain the individual's dissent
satisfactorily.An alternativeexplanationfor the inverse
relationship observed between conformity and attributional thinking observed in this research relies on
more of an informationalsocial influence process. Internalattributions(e.g., liking to get high) may be considered "better" reasons for smoking marijuana or
drinkingalcohol than external attributions(e.g., pressure from others) and, thus, may be more likely to be
internalized.
Further,attributionsmay affectconformitythrough
an identificationprocess.Thatis, attributionsmay carry
quite differentimplicationsfor the attractivenessof the
peer group.As noted above, explanationsthat indicate
thatthe group'sbehavioris basedon members'personal
conviction (e.g., they like getting high) may be viewed
more favorably(or relativelyless negatively)than those
that suggest that the group is acting to please others
(e.g., actingin responseto peer pressure).Further,programssuch as "Just Say No!" that portrayconformity
very negatively may have reduced the favorabilityof
social facilitation reasonsfor deviant behavior in general,relativeto personalreasons.Therefore,attributions
may affect conformity through their implications for
group attractiveness. Those explanations that are
viewed unfavorablymay reduce the attractivenessof
the group and suppressconformity as well, relative to
more favorable explanations that enhance group attractiveness.

Effectsof Multiple Attributions
on Conformity
We have arguedthat dissent is bolsteredwhen plausible explanationsfor the group'sdeviant behaviorbecome available(even just one). Thus, those makingan
attributionfor the group's behavior were expected to
conformless than those not makingsuch an attribution.
The data from study 2 supported this expectation.
However, it is possible that being able to explain the
group'sbehaviorin morethan one way is an advantage.
That is, multiple explanationsmay provide additional
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support for dissent beyond that offeredby a single explanation. This effect could result from severalunderlying processes.For example, having a set of plausible
explanationsmay increasethe likelihoodthat the group
will understand the reasons behind the dissent and,
therefore,withhold punishment or disapproval.Also,
additional explanations may bolster dissent by reinforcingperceiveddifferencesbetweenthe contingencies
facing the group and those facing the dissenter.

Caution regardingIntervention Strategies
This research has demonstrated that attributional
processingis associatedwith reducedconformityin roleplaying conformity settings. However, it is also clear
that more than one psychologicalmechanismmay underlie the effects observed. It would be imprudent to
advocate the development and implementation of intervention programs designed to encourage attributional processing until a better understandingof the
implications for conformity of differenttypes of attributions is obtained. Our data support the superiority
of certain types of externalexplanationsas a means to
bolsterdissent.However,does this advantagedisappear
if an externalattributionis made that also happens to
carry favorable implications for the attractivenessof
the group? Likewise, it would seem desirable to encourage young people to make attributions for the
group's substance abuse that are damaging to the attractivenessof the group. But, if some of these groupdisparagingattributionsare internalin nature(e.g., the
groupdoes not care about health damage),would their
effectivenessbe diminished? In short, the results obtained in this researchregardingthe importanceof attributionalprocessingas a means of reducing conformity are interesting from both theoretical and
substantiveperspectives.However,much workremains
to be done before interventionprogramscan be confidently prescribed.

Future Research
The currentresearchraisessome intriguingquestions
regardingthe effects of providing subjects with information regardingpeer groups'behavior, especially information pertaining to external reasons for that behavior. If, as suggestedby our research,internal and
externalexplanationsfor deviant behaviorcarrydifferent implications for conformity, would it be wise to
encourageattributionalreasoningon the part of pressure-susceptiblepopulationsof young people?Clearly,
additional researchis needed if we are, first,to understand these effectsmore fully and, second, to prescribe
interventionstrategieswith some degreeof confidence.
One approachto meeting the first objective would be
to manipulatethe propensityto engagein attributional
processingdirectlyin some way. Hastie's(1984) model
of attributionalinstigatorswould be a useful starting
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point. For example, instructions to conduct attributional reasoningcould be given to one group but not
to another, with the expectation that the attribution
group would report lower conformity intentions than
the control group would. The problem with this approachis that, even in the absence of directedattributional processing, our research has shown that attributionalprocessingoccurswith considerablefrequency.
Thus, it may be necessaryto find means by which to
inhibit attributionalthinking in one condition while
requiringit in another.
Another approachto the problem would be to manipulate the nature of subjects'attributionalthinking.
For example,groupsof subjectscould be given instructions regardingeither external or internal reasons for
the consumption of illicit substances. Subjectswould
then be asked to searchfor external (internal)reasons
for the group'sbehavior after reading the scenario. A
controlgroupwould receive no trainingor instruction.
If attributionalthinkingin generalbolstersdissent,then
both experimentalgroupswould be expectedto report
lower conformity intentions than the control group
would. Further,if externalattributionscontributemost
powerfullyto dissent, then the lowest conformity intentions should be observedin the condition in which
subjectsare instructedto think about externalreasons
for the group'sbehavior. Also, if group attractiveness
were measured, a test of causal mediation would be
possible with this experimentaldesign.

CONCLUSION
In summary,this researchhas providedevidence-in
supportof the followingpropositionsregardingthe role
of attributionsand attributionalprocessingin resisting
group pressuresto use illicit drugs and alcohol. First,
young people engagein causal reasoningwhen exposed
to drug-and alcohol-relatedpeer pressures(studies 13). Second, the presenceof attributionalthinkingis associatedwitha reductionin conformity(study2). Third,
externalattributionsfor a peergroup'sbehaviorare associated with strongerdissent than are internal attributions, regardless of whether the attributions are
measured at the abstract or situation-specific level
(study 4).
Our researchsupportsthe presence of attributional
processingin responseto peerpressureto use drugsand
alcohol and suggeststhat attributionalprocessingmay
be a mechanismfor reducingconformity. From an interventionperspective,it is importantto be able to say
with confidencethat certaintypesof attributionsshould
be encouragedwhile othersshould be avoided. Clearly,
thereremainsmuch workto be done in this areabefore
such a confidentassessmentcan be made. The payoffs,
in termsof enhancingour understandingof conformity
processesand the developmentof effectivemeasuresto
reduce conformity-relatedconsumption of drugs and
alcohol, are potentiallyvery valuable.We are commit-

ted to doing this work, and we hope that our research
will encourage others to contribute as well. Although
the present researchrepresentsa modest start toward
the developmentof the desiredlevel of understanding,
at least a starthas been made.
[ReceivedNovember1990. Revised October1991.]
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